
 

 

 
 

      Choose the correct answer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. This leather wallet——— my father  

A) Know   B) need  C) prefer   D) belongs to 
 

2. I don’t ——— what the meaning of this word is. 
A) mean   B) want   C) know   D) believe 

 
3. I ——— coffee than tea. 

A) prefer    B) feel   C) buy   D) have 
 

4. Lava from ——— was flowing down. 
A) lake   B) valley   C) volcano   D) hill 

 
5.  ——— only live in cold places. 

A) tigers   B) whale   C) giraffes   D) polar bears 
 

6. I like to see my environment clearly, so most of the times I walk ———. 
A) on foot   B) by plane   C) by underground   D) by bike  

 
7. Where did she go? 

She ——— to Africa. 
A) Traveled   B) stayed   C) went   D) drove  

 
8. Who ——— the hotel, your mum? 

A) did take   B) did book   C) did took   D) did booked 
 

9. I like my sofa because it’s really ——— . 
A) Peaceful   B) cool   C) tiny   D) comfortable  

 
10. I don’t like chemistry. This is ——— subject in the world. 

A) easiest   B) badly   C) better   D) the worst 
 

11. Math is ——— than history. 
A) Hard   B) harder   C) hardest   D) hardly 

 
12. While I was doing my homework, my sister ———.   



 

 

A) slept  B) sleep   C) was sleeping   D) sleeping  
 

13. My teacher ——— in the classroom when I entered the class. 
A) was teaching   B) taught   C) teaching   D) were teaching  

 
14. I have to take ———, I feel sick. 

A) taxi   B) medicine   C) exam   D) subject  
 

15.  ——— clothes are warmer than cotton ones. 
A) Woolen   B) wooden   C) silver   D) metal 

 
16. We——— dinner while we ——— TV. 

A) Were eating, were watching   B) ate, watched  
C)was eating, watched   D) was eating, was watching 

 
17.  ——— on holiday last year? 

A) did you want   B) do you go   C) did you go   D) do you went 


